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ISOBAR
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE SOLUTIONS TO METEO-BASED DCB IMBALANCES FIR
NETWORK OPERATIONS PLANNING

This deliverable is part of a project that has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking under
grant agreement No 891965 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme.

Abstract
ISOBAR project aims at integrating enhanced convective weather forecasts in order to predict
imbalances between capacity and demand as well as employing AI to prescribe mitigation measures
at local and network level. In this deliverable (which it comes together with a demonstrator) we
describe the ISOBAR’s Met-Engine Dashboard, developed to showcase the results obtained for
AROME, GSREPS and ECMWF Models developed in Task.2.1.
The ISOBAR Met-Engine Dashboard is inspired by the EUROCONTROL Cross Border Convection
initiative, which is described in Section 2. The requirements of the dashboard, the geographic data
generation process, and the layout and its usage are exposed in the document.
Finally, URL access to the dashboard as a demonstrator is provided to interested users:
MODEL
AROME
GSREPS
ECMWF
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URL
https://meteoforecast.uc3m.es/dashboards/ISOBAR_AROME/
https://meteoforecast.uc3m.es/dashboards/ISOBAR_GSREPS/
https://meteoforecast.uc3m.es/dashboards/ISOBAR_ECMWF/
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1 Introduction
Network prediction and performance is very sensitive to weather and the uncertainty in its prediction.
In addition, current ATFCM operations are not evaluated from a systematic perspective. These two
factors together lead to a strong dependency on the experience of human operators. ISOBAR
addresses these challenges through the contribution to an Artificial Intelligence (AI)-based Network
Operations Plan, by including in its scope an enhanced weather prediction tailored to ATFCM, ATM
and weather data integration, demand and capacity (DC) imbalance characterization and imbalance
mitigation prescription.
The project contributes to a more efficient air transport system, which consequently promotes an
improved quality of life and helps to improve living standards.
To achieve this vision, four objectives are set:
a) Reinforce collaborative ATFCM processes at pre-tactical and tactical levels into the LTM (local)
and Network Management (network) roles integrating dynamic weather cells.
b) Characterisation of demand and capacity imbalances at pre-tactical level [-1D, -30min]
depending on the input of probabilistic weather cells by using applied AI methods and ATM
and weather data integration.
c) User-driven mitigation plan considering AUs priorities (and fluctuations in demand based on
weather forecasts) and predicted effectiveness of ATFCM regulations, considering flow
constraints and network effects.
d) Develop an operational and technical roadmap for the integration of ancillary services
(providing AI-based hotspot detection and adaptative mitigation measures) into the NM
platform, by defining interfaces, functional and performance requirements.
The innovation in ISOBAR concept applied to network management is focused on:
1. Improved Collaborative ATFCM (ConOps and AUs involvement): New flight planning services
with enriched DCB and MET information will give to civil Airspace Users the flexibility to
optimize their operational flight plans and to accommodate their business needs without
compromising optimum ATM system outcome and the performances of all stakeholders.
2. Non-Nominal Weather Situations and Probabilistic Storm Prediction: In the ISOBAR project,
forecasts of probability of convection will be improved for tactical lead times by increasing the
update frequency and the spatial resolution.
3. AI Demand Prediction: As a progress beyond analytical and deterministic methods, Machine
Learning libraries will be developed to predict probabilistic demand variability associated to
probabilistic forecasts of weather cells. Moreover, demand prediction will consider AU’s needs
and their possible reactions to weather forecasts.
4. Meteo and ATM Data integration: The vision of ISOBAR is to transform forecasts in tailored
and consistent meteorological information with the potential to be deployed as a NM service.
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5. Probabilistic DCB Imbalance: Automation will be introduced to reduce uncertainty in the
process and to provide operators with better situational awareness thanks to the development
of the technological components of ISOBAR.
6. Learning-based DCB Solution: ISOBAR will leverage the latest advances in machine learning to
present a learning-based DCB solver in such a way that the hotspot mitigation will be
implemented in a more holistic way where the uncertainty profiles of both demand and
capacity predictions and the collaborative planning of traffic flow and capacity provision will
be all considered. Furthermore, the downstream impacts of the derived DCB solutions to real
executions (e.g., AUs’ preferences compliances, flow patterns and ATC workloads) will be
assessed.
7. ISOBAR – Convective Weather Mitigation – B2B Service: ISOBAR will integrate convective
weather prediction engine, DCB identification and DCB mitigation into a single prototype
service framework. The prototype will be able to work from traffic, airspace and
meteorological inputs to propose a range of DCB solutions tailored to a given ATFCM
timeframe.
Find below the ISOBAR concept block diagram

Figure 1: ISOBAR Concept Block diagram
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1.1 Purpose of the document within ISOBAR
D2.2 is linked to the research activities conducted in WP2, which are related to the ISOBAR Meteo
Engine (MetEngine). In D2.1, we provided an exhaustive report describing the ISOBAR MetEngine,
including the Numerical Weather Products (NWPs) treatment and variable selections, AI-based
algorithm (MetEngine core) and verification procedures. Recall that the ISOBAR MetEngine provides
meteorological forecasts at network and local levels. The use of MetEngine improves the forecasting
accuracy of storms based on convective indicators.
D2.2 deliverable provides a description and user-guide of ISOBAR’s Met-Engine Dashboard developed
to showcase the results obtained for AROME, GSREPS and ECMWF Models developed in Task.2.1 and
documented in D2.1, namely:
•

AROME-EPS and AROME-PI for France region.

•

AEMET γSREPS for the Iberian Peninsula.

•

ECMWF EPS for Western Europe

In D2.2 we contribute to the four main goals of ISOBAR (listed above) and, more specifically, to some
of the innovations that ISOBAR is bringing into the ATM area, namely: the Non-Nominal Weather
Situations and Probabilistic Storm Prediction and the Meteo and ATM Data integration.
In short, D2.2 describes an end user access web API with weather forecasts (with 24h to 36h look ahead
times, i.e., compatible with ATFM D-1 operations) that have been tailored according to stakeholders’
requirements. See Figure 2 as an illustration on how to move from a weather forecast (business as
usual, i.e., provided in a spatiotemporal geo grid) to an information that is tailored according to
aviation stakeholder requirements (in this case, we use EUROCONTROL weather cross border
requirements, see Section 2)

Figure 2: Weather forecasts (tailored from a spatiotemporal map to a user-driven visualization)
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1.2 Intended readership
This document is directed at:
1. ISOBAR Consortium members: For informing about how Met-Engine Dashboard has been built
and how to have access to it.
2. SJU Programme Manager (PM), SJU ATM Expert and SJU Technical Coherence Coordinator
(TCC): For reviewing the consistency of the forecasted convective-weather activity and its
relevance for the ISOBAR objectives.
3. Stakeholders (ANSP) interested in using this kind of tools integrated in their capacity
management and operational tools.

1.3 Structure of the document
The document is structured as follows:
-

Section 2 describes the EUROCONTROL Cross Border Convection Advisory.
Section 3 describes the requirements, the process to generate the files incorporated into the
Met-Engine Dashboard as well as how to access and use of it.

1.4 List of Acronyms
Acronym

Definition

AI

Artificial Intelligence

AU

Airspace User

ANSP

Air Navigation Service Provider

ATFM

Air Traffic Flow Management

ATM

Air Traffic Management

ATC

Air Traffic Control

CB

Cumulonimbus

DCB

Demand Capacity Balancing

ECMWF

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts

EPS

Ensemble Probabilistic Systems

EUMETNET

European Multi service Meteorological Awareness

EUROCONTROL

European Organisation for the Safety of Air Navigation

NM

Network Manager

Met

Meteorology

SJU

SESAR Joint Undertaking

URL

Uniform Resource Locator
Table 1. List of Acronyms
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2 EUROPEAN Cross Border Convection
Initiative
Following the summer session in 2018, which was a particularly bad year for convective weather in
Europe with weather disruption equating to around 25% of all air traffic flow management en-route
delays (50% at airport level), 4 ANSPs and Met offices in cooperation with EUROCONTROL initiated the
so coined EUROCONTROL CROSS BORDER CONVECTION INITIATIVE.1

Figure 3. Example of Cross Border Convection Advisory Initiative Forecast Map.

The Cross Border forecast aims to provide information on disruptive convective events across the
European airspace, to alert EUROCONTROL’s Network Manager regarding significant convective
weather conditions that could impact air traffic and their capacities. Although Network Manager (NM)
has no direct decisive control of individual sectors, constructive coordination with impacted ATCs (Air
Traffic Control Centres) is sought to implement mitigation measures such as calling in stand-by
controllers, postponing military exercises or relaxing routing restrictions. Since the procedure started

1

http://euroforecaster.org/latenews/donohue.pdf
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in 2018, where only four MET ANSP were involved, the Cross Border Advisory has grown to cover the
busiest airspace in Europe and enable NM as well as the ATCs in that area to prepare and plan for
disruptive weather.

Figure 4. Convection Risk Matrix Interpretation

The procedure’s primary goal aims to increase the stakeholder’s awareness of potentially significant
convection that could disrupt the European Aviation network within the next 12 to 36 hours and
support operational decision makers’ effective and efficient management of the network. The forecast
product contains a four-period chart (09-12Z, 12-15Z, 15-18Z and 18-21Z) and summary text, which is
intended to be clear and easily understandable by the Network Manager. It informs about the CBs
extension and their top levels (including the overshooting for deep convection) within harmonized
polygons. Figure 3 shows and example of the output provided by the Cross Border Convection
Advisory. The bottom-right matrix corresponds to the convection risk matrix and synthetizes the extent
of convection scenario versus the probability of convection scenario (occurrence of CB clouds).
The interpretation of this matrix depicted in Figure 4 (see also D1.2, Section 3.3.3.1) is as follows:
•

The probability of convection scenario is structured as:
-

•

The extent of convective scenario is structured as:
-
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Less likely.
Likely/probable.
Very Likely.

Isolated (individual CB, orographic and daytime bound, large gaps between cells).
Scattered/Clusters/Occasional (multi-cells, chaotic, generally less gaps between cells).
Widespread (numerous or organized, few or no significant gaps between cells).
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•

The CB risk matrix interpretation is indicated by a colour:
-
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Purple, Very High (Widespread & Very Likely).
Red, High (Scattered/Clusters/Occasional & Very Likely) or (Widespread & Likely).
Orange, Medium (Isolated & Very likely, Scattered/Clusters/Occasional & Likely) or
Widespread & Less likely).
Yellow, Low (Isolated & Likely) or (Scattered/Clusters/Occasional & Less Likely).
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3 Met-Engine Dashboard Description
ISOBAR Met-Engine provides meteorological forecasts at network and local levels. The use of MetEngine improves the forecasting accuracy of storms based on convective indicators. Figure 5 illustrates
the full methodology corresponding to the ISOBAR Met-Engine. As described in D2.1, ISOBAR MetEngine is composed of three different models (AROME, GSREPS and ECMWF) covering different
geographical areas. Since all the Consortium members shall get access to visual results of Met-Engine
products, a Dashboard server architecture has been implemented. This web-based solution enables
any final user getting access using a web browser through a specific URL. For each model, a dashboard
server hosted in specific URL has been created. The way to access to these servers will be described in
Section 4.

Figure 5. ISOBAR Met-Engine Methodology

3.1 Met-Engine Dashboard Requirements
ISOBAR D1.2 (Enhanced ATFCM Process Intermediate OSED document) describes the METEO AI
component, which will enable traffic managers to obtain a probabilistic forecast of convective weather
up to 36 hours in advance. The aim is for this product is to help stakeholders make decisions one day
before the day of operations. We summarize herein the requirements.

ISOBAR D1.2 (Enhanced ATFCM Process Intermediate OSED document) lists in Section 4, the Safety,
Performance, and Interoperability Requirements (SPR-INTEROP). In particular, the REQ-OSEDISOBAR.1020 (Table 2) states the required functionalities to be met by the Met-Engine visualization
tool.
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Identifier
Title
Requirement

REQ-OSED-ISOBAR.1020
Meteo - Traffic Demand Map
The Meteo Map shall have the option to display the weather forecast
combined with the traffic demand data for the different sectors. The
following information is expected to be presented:
•

Weather information
o
o
o
o
o

•

Risk matrix
Weather phenomena
Probability of occurrence
Severity
Altitude

Demand information

o Predicted traffic
o Sector load
o Flight information
<in progress>
Facilitating the understanding of the meteo situation by providing more
context through more complete views.

Status
Rationale
Domain
Type

Demand/Weather
Functional
Table 2. Met-Engine Visualization Tool Requirements Description

Additionally, D1.2, Section 3.3.3.1, the AI Meteo Engine requires that:
1) The Meteo Map shall be displayed in a digestible way to highlight ATCFM meaning:
-

Area of CB forecast shall be superimposed on the European geographical map.
Area of CB forecast shall be coloured according to the CB risk matrix interpretation
(purple, red, orange, yellow).
For each area of CB forecast, a label shall indicate the nature of extent of the
convective scenario (isolated, scattered, widespread) and the overshooting top (alt. FL
related) of the CB.

2) The area of CB forecast including geographical delineation shall be generated by the AI Meteo
Engine.
3) Required Meteo Engine forecast releases to be provided:
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o

A pre-tactical CB forecast shall be provided at:
- D-1 at 0900 UTC covering the tactical day 09-12;12-15;15-18;18-22 UTC.

o

A tactical forecast shall update the D-1 forecast:
- D-0 at 0700 UTC covering the tactical day 09-12;12-15;15-18;18-22 UTC.
- D-0 at 1200 UTC covering the tactical day 12-15;15-18;18-22 UTC.
-
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3.1.1 Conceptual Module Definition
As defined in D1.2:
“The METEO AI component will take as an input the raw ensemble forecast provided in GRIB file format
and will provide as an output a probabilistic prediction of the occurrence, severity and altitude of
thunderstorms. GRIB (General Regularly distributed Information in Binary form) is a concise data
format, standardized by the World Meteorological Organization and is commonly used in meteorology
to store historical and forecast weather data. The AI Meteo component will be based on a supervised
learning algorithm that has been trained with historical thunderstorm observations from satellite
images and lightning. The resolution of the AI METEO Engine model will be equivalent to the resolution
of the GRIB file input (1hr x 2.5km x2.5km). The output of the AI METEO Engine is flexible and will be
provided in several formats, i.e. graphical or numeric representation, consistent with the needs of the
other work packages within the ISOBAR Project.”

3.1.2 Information flow
As defined in D1.2:
“The grey box represents the GRIB files containing the weather forecast provided by the MET Provider.
The METEO AI component will take the GRIB files as input, and apply the AI algorithm, previously
trained using historical data. The METEO AI component will output both numerical and graphical
representation of the convection prediction.
INPUT: Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) forecasts from MET Provider.
OUTPUT: Probabilistic convection prediction from METEO AI component.
Meteo AI Component model provides the following outputs for every point of the GRIB file grid:
•
•
•

Probability of Convective weather.
Probability of convective weather severity (Low, Moderate, High, Very High).
Probability of convective weather cloud top for various Flight Level ranges (Above 390, 390 340, 340-300).

This weather information will be provided on map format, with a resolution equivalent to the GRIB
input data (1hr x 2.5km x 2.5km). The raw output from the METEO AI Engine will be further processed
to create a Convection Weather Publication to be provided to the final users.”

3.1.3 Convection Weather Notification
As defined in D2.1:
“The Convective Weather Notification output functionality will send to users in push mode information
about the expected convective areas, including not only the shape and location of them but also the
temporal occurrence and the severity. The Meteo AI engine output will be compatible with the
convection risk matrix defined in Section 2.
Page I 15
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The list of output data expected is:
•
•
•
•
•

PolygonID.
PolygonCoordinates {Point1(lat, lon), …, PointN(lat, lon)}.
ColorSeverity (in line with Convection Matrix).
Cloud Top Altitude.
CB Duration Hour Minute (in hours or minutes).”

3.2 Met-Engine Dashboard Requirements Fulfillment
It should be noted that all the requirements have been fulfilled to a large extent. Just two small
considerations to be considered:
1. Traffic demand data for different sectors is not part of the Met-Engine visualization tool. In
order to show demand data, it must be coupled with traffic.
2. Forecast releases displayed in the Met-Engine dashboard are all the available within the
ISOBAR project database. Due to the architecture of the Met-Engine, not only 09-12;12-15;1518;18-22 UTC hours are available but all the hours within the forecast product range (different
depending on the model in question, see Table 3 Forecast Steps Available).
3.

The visualization of the Met-Engine results was inspired by the risk matrix utilized in the CrossBorder Initiative. However, it is important to note differences in the axis of the matrix depicted
in Figure 6. While the Met-Engine also utilizes Probability along the y-axis, the Nature of Extent
characteristic is replaced by Severity along the x-axis. The reasoning behind this change is due
to how the AI algorithm functions. Since the algorithm makes predictions using the coordinate
grid of the numerical weather input, the “nature of extent” of the convective scenario can
easily be determined just by looking at the resulting visualization on the map. The Met-Engine
tool can more accurately capture the spatial characteristics of the convective cells, compared
to the boxy polygons of the Cross-Border Initiative.

3.3 Met-Engine Dashboard Geographic Data Generation
ISOBAR Met-Engine uses a 5 levels risk matrix following the approach of the Cross-Border Weather
initiative to visualize convective weather based on the likelihood and severity of thunderstorms. Color
coded georeferenced polygons are used to visualize various threat levels from convective weather. In
order to transform the raw model output into the color-coded polygons, a thresholding process must
be applied which means that it is possible to customize the visualization according to different levels
of risk criteria. Since this task of selecting the levels of risk depends on the application and goes beyond
the scope the ISOBAR project, a personal selection has been established by UC3M members. The effect
of selected thresholds in the visualization is explained in section 3.3.2.
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Figure 6. ISBOAR Met-Engine Convection Risk Matrix

3.3.1 GeoJson Files Generation
In order to visualize the raw output obtained from Met-Engine models in the Met-Engine Dashboard,
the raw output needs to be processed and converted into a collection of GeoJson files containing the
color-coded storm polygons which delineate the area of the CB forecast. These files are stored in the
UC3M infrastructure and are accessible from the Dashboard.
Figure 7 shows the structure of the aforementioned GeoJson files. One file is generated per
combination of Date Time, Forecast Release and Flight Level and it contains the storm polygons for the
different levels of risks intervals (represented by the title property) for the given combination. Each
file is composed of a list of features. Each feature has a geometry field where a MultiPolygon object is
stored and the metadata (properties) associated to the file in question (Date Time, Forecast Release,
Flight Level), risk level(title), storm polygons color/edge color according to the risk level (fill / stroke)
and its opacity (fill-opacity / stroke-opacity). Each MultiPolygon object contains the contour
coordinates of the different storms belonging to the respective risk level.
To generate a file, the Met-Engine model severity channels for the given datetime, forecast release
and altitude are summed up obtaining thus a storm severity density map. Prior to sum, severity
channels need to be scaled to account for severity differences. Since there are five severity channels,
the lowest severity channel is set to one while the highest is set to 5. Therefore, the maximum
allowable value in a pixel is 15 when a storm object is present in all severity channels. Then, by slicing
this map with five different threshold intervals (represented by the title property), five different storm
risk maps are obtained each one composed of a collection of storms that are gathered into a
MultiPolygon object. Finally, each GeoJson file is composed of the different MultiPolygons objects
representing the different levels of risks.
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Figure 7. GeoJson File Fields Example

Risk 1
Risk 2
Risk 3

Storm Severity Density
Map (obtained from raw
model output)

Thresholding
Process.
Level of risk criteria
imposed

Risk 4
Risk 5

Storm MultiPolygons objects
Figure 8. GeoJson Files Generation Diagram
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Date Time, Forecast
Release and Flight Level
GeoJson File
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3.3.2 Visualization Customization
As mentioned in section 3.3, the process of generating the storm color-coded polygons depends on
the allowable level of risk defined by the user and customizable depending on the application.
Figure 9 on the left shows the moderate severity storms captured by satellite on August 9th, 2019, at
09:00H while the image on the right shows the raw algorithm prediction of these storms made on
August 8th, 2019 at 12:00H. To visualize the severity polygons in the Dashboard, the raw model output
must be post-processed which can yield multiple visualizations based on user risk tolerance as shown
in Figure 10.

Moderate severity storms at FL320 detected
by satellite on August 9th, 2019 09:00AM

Met-Engine algorithm raw prediction
available on August 8th, 2019 12:00PM

Figure 9. Storm Maps Comparison. Left Satellite Image. Right Met-Engine Prediction

Less Conservative
Figure 10. Dashboard Visualizations depending on the Level of Risk imposed
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3.4 Met-Engine Dashboard Layout and Use
The proposed Dashboard will manage all the available Met-Engine output products for a selection of
pre-designated dates. It is important to remark that Dashboard content is only available for certain
archive dates, thus this visualization tool is not available in real-time mode.
The Dashboard server has been designed to be compatible with any existing web browser and
optimized for any operative system running at final user’s machine. In this sense, two different layouts
have been designed (mobile and desktop). Depending on the screen size, the Dashboard will be
adjusted to provide with the clearest viewport. However, since the layout design has been optimized
for 1920x1080px screens with 100% zoom, users accessing to the Dashboard with screens with lower
resolution or with a greater zoom might see an incorrect display of the Dashboard. For those cases,
either setting a lower zoom value in the web browser or a greater zoom to get the proper desktop or
mobile viewport respectively should solve the issue.

MODEL

ECMWF

GSREPS

AROME

FORECAST RELEASES
DATE & HOUR AVAILABLE
2019/07/26 00 H & 12H
2019/07/28 00 H & 12H
2019/08/26 00 H & 12H
2019/08/27 00 H & 12H
2019/08/28 00 H & 12H
2019/07/26 00 H
2019/07/27 00 H
2019/08/26 00 H
2019/08/27 00 H
2019/07/26 03 H & 15H
2019/07/27 03 H & 15H
2019/08/26 03 H & 15H
2019/08/27 03 H & 15H

FORECAST STEPS
AVAILABLE

ALTITUDES AVAILABLE

0 - 36

Surface, FL 320, FL 340, FL 360,
FL 390, FL 410

4 - 36

FL 320, FL 340, FL 360, FL 390,
FL 410

3-36

FL 320, FL 340, FL 360, FL 390,
FL 410

Table 3. Forecast Releases, Steps and Altitude Available for the different Met-Engine Models

Figure 11 shows the two available viewports of the Dashboard, desktop and mobile, for the ISOBAR
AROME model whose layout is shared by the other two models, GSREPS and ECMWF. In the desktop
viewport, the geographical map centered on the geographical area covered by the model is placed on
the right together with the datetime of the output that it is being displayed. Next to the datetime box,
the user can find a step slider which lets him to change the datetime displayed (one step unit moves
the forecast one hour). This slider has always the same max step value 36 but the initial step differs
from one model to another due to the forecast steps available for each of the models. In this sense,
ECMWF initial step is 0, 3 for GSREPS and 4 for AROME. On the left, the user finds the rest of the
dashboard interactivity, storm altitude selection and forecast release date and hour selection. Finally,
the user might use the play button to automatically display the sequence of steps for the selected
Forecast Release at the selected altitude.
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Figure 11. ISOBAR AROME Dashboard Example. Left desktop viewport. Right mobile viewport

Regarding the source of the data, the Dashboard server is connected to the UC3M infrastructure where
all the data is stored. Every time the map needs to be changed, the server automatically sends a query
to the UC3M workstation which receives and process it to finally change the status of the map in the
Dashboard.

Figure 12. UC3M Infrastructure and Dashboard connection diagram
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3.5 Met-Engine Dashboard Access

Figure 13. ISOBAR Met-Engine Dashboards Home Page

As mentioned before, each model has its own Dashboard server. Access to them can be made directly
by means of the URLs gathered in Table 4. Alternatively, the user can also get access through the
ISOBAR webpage clicking on the Dashboard Tab (https://isobar-project.eu/dashboard/) which will
direct him to the home page shown in Figure 13. From this page, the user can get access to the different
Dashboards.
MODEL
AROME
GSREPS
ECMWF

URL
https://meteoforecast.uc3m.es/dashboards/ISOBAR_AROME/
https://meteoforecast.uc3m.es/dashboards/ISOBAR_GSREPS/
https://meteoforecast.uc3m.es/dashboards/ISOBAR_ECMWF/
Table 4. Dashboards Access URL
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